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Vascular anomalies comprise a heterogeneous group of disorders characterized by abnormal growth or development of blood vessels. Diagnosis of vascular anomalies is often
challenging due to the large variety of conditions, which exhibit phenotypic heterogeneity and a wide range of symptomology and severity. Accurate diagnosis is crucial
for appropriate evaluation and management, often requiring multidisciplinary specialists.
Recent interdisciplinary collaboration has led to collaborative studies and their outcomes
are being prospectively evaluated. While there is still a role for surgical intervention
in various vascular anomalies, discoveries of pharmacologic agents effective in treating
vascular anomalies have broadened our medical therapeutic options. This paper focuses
on vascular anomaly issues often seen by the pediatricians and reviews the clinical pearls
on infantile hemangiomas, lymphatic malformations, venous malformations, and arteriovenous malformations.
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cular anomalies into tumors and vascular malformations.
However, additional disease entities have since been identi-

Introduction

fied that are complex and less easily classified by generic
Vascular anomalies are a spectrum of diseases that are

headings, such as capillary malformation, venous malforma-

broadly classified into vascular tumors or malformations.

tion, lymphatic malformation, etc. The classification of vas-

Incorrect nomenclature and misdiagnoses are commonly

cular anomalies was updated and revised at the International

experienced by patients with these anomalies due to the

Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies (ISSVA) in 2014

large variety of conditions, which exhibit phenotypic heter-

(www.issva.org) [2,3]. The new classification accounts for

ogeneity and a wide range of symptomology and severity.

clinical entities that cross both categories (tumors and mal-

Accurate diagnosis is crucial for appropriate evaluation and

formations) and recent genetic discoveries leading to poten-

management, often requiring multidisciplinary specialists.

tial targeted treatment options (Table 1 and 2).
This paper focuses on vascular anomaly issues often

In 1982, Mulliken and Glowacki [1] divided benign vas-
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Table 1. 2014 ISSVA classification for vascular tumors

Table 2. 2014 ISSVA classification for vascular malformations

Benign vascular tumors
Infantile hemangioma
Pattern–focal/multifocal/segmental/ideterminate
Different types–superficial/deep/mixed/reticular/abortive/
minimal growth
Association with other lesions–PHACES/LUMBAR
syndrome
Congenital hemangioma
Rapidly involuting (RICH)
Non-involuting (NICH)
Partially involuting (PICH)
Tufted angioma
Spindle-cell hemangioma
Epithelioid hemangioma
Pyogenic granuloma (or lobular capillary hemangioma)
Others
Locally aggressive or borderline vascular tumors
Kaposiform hemangioendothelioma
Retiform hemangioendothelioma
Papillary intralymphatic angioendothelioma (PILA),
Dabska tumor
Composite hemangioendothelioma
Kaposi sarcoma
Others
Malignant vascular tumors
Angiosarcoma
Epithelioid hemangioendothelioma
Others
PHACE, posterior fossa malformation, hemangioma, arterial
anomalies, cardiac defects, eye defects, sternal cleft and
supraumbilical raphe syndrome; LUMBAR, lower body infantile
hemangiomas, urogenital defects, myelopathy, bony deformities, anorectal malformations, arterial anomalies and rectal
anomalies.

Simple
Capillary
Lymphatic
Venous
Arteriovenous malformationsa)
Arteriovenous fistulaa)
Combinedb)
CVM, CLM
LVM, CLVM
a)
CAVM
a)
CLAVM
Others
Major vessels
Associated with other anomalies
Klippel-Trenaunay: CM＋VM＋/−limb overgrowth
Parkes-Weber: CM＋AVF＋limb overgrowth
Servelle-Martorell: Limb VM＋bone undergrowth
Sturge-Weber: Facial＋leptomeningeal CM＋eye
anomalies＋/−bone and soft tissue overgrowth
Limb CM＋congenital non-progressive limb hypertrophy
Maffucci syndrome: VM＋/−spindle cell
hemangioma＋enchondroma
Macrocephaly–CM
Microcephaly–CM
CLOVES syndrome: LM＋VM＋lipomatous overgrowth
Proteus syndrome: CM＋VM＋/−LM＋asymmetric somatic
overgrowth
Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba: AVM＋VM＋macrocephaly,
lipomatous overgrowth
a)

b)

High flow lesion, More than 1 type of vessel (C-capillary,
V-venous, L-lymphatic, A-arterial, M-malformation).

mechanism for the pathogenesis of IH is still under debate,
but their strong association with the molecular marker and

seen by the pediatricians and reviews the clinical pearls on

GLUT-1, and their potential relationship with RAS have con-

infantile hemangiomas, lymphatic malformations, venous

tributed to a number of recent theories [5,6]. Itinteang et

malformations, and arteriovenous malformations.

al. [7] reported that IH endothelial cells in the proliferative
phase express ACE and angiotensin receptor II, both in-

Infantile Hemangioma

tegral components of the RAS. They hypothesized that the
high serum level of renin, together with the local ex-

Infantile hemangiomas (IHs) are the most common vas-

pression of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE), leads to

cular tumors of infants. IH has a unique growth cycle; IHs

a high concentration of angiotensin II (ATII), which, along

are typically absent at birth, undergo proliferative phase fol-

with vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), drives cell

lowed by an involution phase, and ultimately regress with

proliferation. This theory may explain the mechanism be-

time. IHs are the benign cutaneous lesions that primarily

hind the use of β-blockers, which, among other functions,

consist of capillaries and proliferating endothelial cells and

ultimately lead to decreased levels of ATII by blocking re-

histologically stain positive for glucose transporter-1

nin production in the kidney [5]. The spontaneous in-

(GLUT-1) during all phases of their life cycle [4]. The exact

volution that occurs in IH may be related to plummeting
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serum renin levels with age and/or depletion of the endo-

Alternative agents, such as glucocorticoids, interferon- , or

thelial progenitor cells with time [8].

vincristine may be useful for PHACE syndrome. Furthermore,

Although most lesions are not complicated, morbidity

the use of ACE inhibitors is a consideration, given the in-

with IHs can exist such as disfigurement and scarring, in

creasing amount of evidence that the RAS is implicated in

more serious cases, vision loss, airway compromise, and

IH disease pathogenesis [7]. Thus far, however, the data

congestive heart failure. Lesions that are higher risk for

have favored propranolol over ACE inhibitors in terms of

complications

efficacy [14].

are

managed

with

more

aggressive

intervention. In cases of inadequate medical treatment such
as corticosteroids, immediate surgical removal can be con-

Lymphatic Malformation

sidered to improve effects on viral structures such as the
eye or airway. Various systemic and topical therapies have

Lymphatic anomalies are classified as tumor, malforma-

been studied in the treatment of IHs. In 2008, the discovery

tions, or functional channel disorders [3]. Tumors with a

of propranolol for the treatment of hemangiomas led to a

lymphatic phenotype include Kaposiform hemangioendo-

decreased need for immediate ancillary treatments secon-

thelioma (KHE), tufted angioma (TA) and lymphangio-

dary to medical treatment with the efficacy of over 95% [9].

sarcoma. These are progressive, infiltrative lesions, often

Topical timolol has also been efficacious, particularly if uti-

with associated pain or musculoskeletal impairment.

lized early in the development of the IH, or on small thin

Lymphatic malformations (LMs) are dilated lymphatic

lesions [10]. Currently, propranolol is the first-line medical

channels, lined by endothelial cells with a lymphatic phe-

treatment for IHs; steroid and vincristine have been used

notype staining with Prox-1 and podoplanin D240 [3,15].

in the past [11]. Though even with propranolol therapy, re-

LMs include cystic lesion, Gorham-Stout disease, and gener-

sidual effect of IH growth can cause skin changes that may

alized lymphatic anomaly (GLA). Malformations are em-

need corrective procedures. Studies reveal that 50-70% of

bryologic errors in lymphangiogenesis resulting in abnormal

IHs leave residual changes after complete involution such

lymphatic channels most commonly in the soft tissue, but

as telangiectasia, fibro fatty tissue, redundant skin, de-

can involve the bone and viscera. These abnormal channels

pigmentation, or scar [12,13].

can lead to lymphatic hypertension and reflux [16].

Complicated hemangioma syndromes or associations can

Common LMs may be apparent at birth or appear later.

have significant long-term sequelae. For example, patients

LMs present mainly in the cervicofacial and axillary areas

with PHACE syndrome (Posterior fossa defects, Hemangiomas,

as a flesh colored smooth mass, but can enlarge rapidly and

Arterial anomalies, Cardiovascular anomalies, and Eye

be blue colored if internal hemorrhage occurs or with inter-

anomalies) have segmental hemangiomas with cere-

mittent infections [3]. Pain, swelling, and cellulitis are com-

brovascular anomalies, cardiac anomalies, structural brain

mon clinical complications associated with lymphatic

anomalies. The anomalies can lead to neurologic sequelae

malformations. Sirolimus has been reported to improve

such as motor and speech delays, seizures, headaches,

lymphatic diseases [16,17]. In the study by Adam et al. [18],

hearing loss and, rarely, progressive vasculopathy, and arte-

the majority of patients included had a lymphatic compo-

rial ischemic stroke. Previously, use of β-blockers were

nent to their vascular anomaly with an overall response of

considered to have high risk for PHACE patients with cere-

85%. Sildenafil was reported as successful in a single case

brovascular arteriopathy. However, propranolol is now fre-

report and demonstrated equivocal results in a pilot study

quently used to treat IHs occurring in the setting of PHACE

of seven patients with LMs [19,20]. Phosphodiesterase type

syndrome. To avoid the risk of poor perfusion and central

5 (PDE-5) inhibition by sildenafil was suggested, however,

nervous system (CNS) accidents, the initial propranolol

sildenafil’s mechanism of action on LMs is unclear [21].

dose for PHACE patients would be lower than regular start-

Gorham-Stout disease was originally described in 1838 as

ing doses, and the titration should be more gradual.

“disappearing bone disease” and was first characterized in
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1955 [22]. Progressive loss of bone cortex is seen, favoring

thrombi (phleboliths) that may be palpable or visible on

the spine and axial skeleton. On biopsy, lymphatic chan-

imaging when calcified. A biopsy is rarely necessary. The

nels are seen with occasional osteoclasts. The mechanism

differential diagnosis includes infantile or congenital he-

of bone loss is currently unknown. Orthopedic stabilization

mangiomas and KHE.

is rarely successful, as untreated Gorham-Stout may prog-

VM tend to grow with time and do not regress on their

ress to involve adjacent bones. Case series of therapy with

own. Much like LM treatment, VM treatment has primarily

interferon and/or bisphosphonates report stabilization of

been invasive with either sclerotherapy or surgery.

disease and sirolimus is currently being studied with and

Observation is preferred if the lesion is in the location that

without bisphosphonates [23-26].

does not have any functional compromise or symptoms. To

GLA is a multifocal LM that involves the skin, subcutis,

reduce pain and some of lesional volume, sclerotherapy or

viscera, and bone. Chylous effusions of the pericardium,

surgery can be considered depending on the location and

pleura, or peritoneum can arise. The term GLA was favored

morbidity of the VMs. Occasionally, pre-excision scle-

by ISSVA over “lymphangiomatosis”. Management of GLA

rotherapy may be given to decrease the size and blood

is supportive and guided by anatomic involvement and

low. However, those are associated with reliably high-re-

symptoms. Effusions are managed with drainage, pleuro-

current rates. In patient with more extensive lesions are less

centesis, and consideration of embolization/ligation of

amenable to invasive procedures, medical therapy can play

draining the channels. Responses to sirolimus have also

a role. Low-dose aspirin, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

been reported [16]. Patients with GLA with prominent bone

medication, or anticoagulation with enoxaparin is used as

complications are often managed with interferon, or more

a prophylactic method to prevent thrombosis within VM as

recently sirolimus, and/or bisphosphonates and are group-

a way to reduce pain, especially at risk for intravascular

ed with Gorham-Stout disease in published case series

coagulopathy [29]. In patients with lesions on the ex-

[23-25].

tremities, compression garments can provide enough pressure to these valveless lesions to prevent dilation and the

Venous Malformation

pain that accompanies growth of the VM [30]. Sirolimus has
also been reported to improve pain and associated coagul-

Venous malformations (VMs) are slow-flow vascular lesions characterized by enlarged endothelial venous chan-

opathy in VMs; further studies are underway to better evaluate the role of medical therapies [18].

nels surrounded by sparsely distributed vascular smooth
muscle [27]. These malformed, dysfunctional venous chan-

Arteriovenous Malformation

nels expand erratically and infiltrate normal surrounding
structures [28]. They typically manifest as a blue skin dis-

Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are potentially

coloration when superficial or as a soft subcutaneous mass

more aggressive type of vascular malformation. They are

and may affect any tissue or viscera. Common VMs are soft

high-flow, congenital vascular anomalies that are due to lo-

and compressible and tend to increase in volume with an

calized shunts between the arterial and venous systems.

increase in venous pressure (eg, Valsalva maneuver) when

AVMs present as warm, palpable, blue-red, pulsatile lesions

the affected segment is dependent or with exercise. The

that may lead to bleeding if epithelial or mucosal coverings

type of vasculature involved is usually discernable on

are disrupted [31,32]. The high-vascular flow and growth

Doppler US based on lesion flow. Arterial malformations

cause surrounding tissue destruction, pain, ulceration,

show fast flow. Capillary, venous, and lymphatic malforma-

bleeding, and cardiac overload [33]. They may mimic a

tions show slow flow. Because of sluggish flow of blood

Port-wine stain (PWS) early on, and it is very important to

through the malformed vessels, thrombosis may occur, re-

perform ultrasound Doppler if any warmth or palpable thrill

sulting in pain and formation of rounded hyaline organized

is noted. In such condition, laser treatment should be con-
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sidered with special caution as it could potentially activate
the AVM [34]. AVMs and congenital arteriovenous fistulas
may be sporadic or observed in patients presenting with
hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia [35] or capillary malformation (CM)-AVM RASA1 (RAS p21 protein activator)-related disease [36].
Treatment of AVM centers on nidus removal or ablation.
Surgical resection can be offered in conjunction with embolization; however, disfigurement and effect on function can
occur due to the invasive nature of the lesion into the surrounding tissues and need for complete removal [37].
Embolization alone is associated with high rate of AVM recurrence compared to surgery, making it a suboptimal
treatment. The benefit of laser treatment for AVM is controversial, as there is a theoretical risk of exacerbation.
Ethanol sclerotherapy has shown some success; however,
lesions close to the skull base or other critical structures
have high risk of cranial neuropathy, and multiple treatment strategy might be needed [38].

Conclusion
The role of pediatricians in diagnosing and managing
vascular anomalies is expanding. The updated review of
vascular anomalies provides clarity and a better understanding of their pathogenesis. The hope is to establish the
validated protocols for vascular anomalies and infrastructure for multi-institution collaborative research.
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